
Clinging to Hashem – What was Bilaam Thinking?
Nesivos Sholom (Avrom Barr)

According to the Zohar Bilam's plot was the greatest threat in history to

the wellbeing and destiny of Klal Yisrael. “From the time of creation,

never did Klal Yisrael need the intervention of HKBH as much as the day

that Bilam sought to curse them.” The Zohar is ahrd to understand.

Yetzias Mitzrayim? Kriyas Yam Suf? Surely there were more critical

moments in our history than Bilam's attempt to co-opt spirituality for his

nefarious purposes!

Rambam in Moreh Nevuchim writes that it is impossible for any mishap

to befall a person while he is perfectly attached to Hashem. Such a

state is not maintained around the clock by even great people. Thus,

even tzadikim and chassidim sometimes must deal with unhappy

circumstances – but only at the times that they do not maintain their

devekus.

The fortunes of Klal Yisrael work similarlay. When are relationship with

Hashim is strong we are assured of invincibility. Compromising this

attachment makes us vulnerable to a host of problems. It removes the

impregnable shield between catastrophe and ourselves. Bilam's hope

was to disrupt this connection, and therefore leave us endangered

and defenseless.

Bilam's plan follow from this premise. Wishing to disrupt the devekus

between Klal Yisrael and Hashem, Bilam turned to our greatest failures,

hoping that the mention of the damning evidence would create a

chasm between Klal Yisrael and Hashem. Each and every attempt of his

was transformed into a berachah; reading them, we learn what dark

intent first occurred to him. Thus, “He perceived no iniquity in Yaakov,

and saw no perversity in Israel” was Hashem's unequivocal retort to

Bilam's master strategy. Bilam believed that focusing on the spiritual

shortcomings of Klal Yisrael would strain and damage their special

relationship with Him. Hashem responds that He remains eternally

close to every Jew; disrupting the relationship is an impossibility.

Chazal teach that every attempted curse that failed and that morphed

into a berachah, ultimately reverted back to a curse, with the exception

of the berachah regarding shuls and batei medrash, which are alluded
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to in the “tents” and “dwelling places.” . The mind and heart are

fortresses which safeguard the elements with which we attach

ourselves to Hashem. Torah study purifies the mind, or the beliefs,

character traits and outlooks of a Jew. Prayer refines the heart, so that it

should not yearn for the forbidden, but long only for Hashem. The beis

medrash and the shul are emblematic of these processes, standing for

Torah study with the mind, and prayer of the heart. Taken together, they

constitute an eternally effective recipe for the acquisition of the da'as

necessary for devekus. They are the guarantee of our uninterrupted

connection to Hashem.

When Balak's patience wears beyond the breaking point, he erupts in

anger. “To curse my enemies I summoned you, and behold you have

continually blessed them these three times!” Balak's point is that Bilam

failed miserably to complete the task for which he was contracted. The

number of failed attempts seems irrelevant and gratuitous. Why does

the Torah bother? The premise of our approach to this parshah suggests

an important meaning to enumerating three distinct failures. They

correspond to three situations which frequently disturb our sense of to

Hashem.

While Bilam's treacherous original plan to point out Klal Yirael's

inadequacies failed completely, he was more successful with his Plan B.

Bilam understood that there are two essential elements in living as a

Jew: emunah and kedushah. He hatched a plan to entrap Bnei Yisrael

through the wiles of the daughters of Moav. In one fell swoop, Bilam

involved them in both the avodah zarah of the Moabites and with their

women. In one episode, he struck at both Jewish belief, and at Jewish

holiness.

It would be a mistake to believe that Bilam has the final word. Far from it.

Even when both pillars of Jewishness are toppled, there is a way back.

Pinchas saves the day with his mesiras nefesh, staying the plague that

had already taken the lives of twenty-four thousand. When the yetzer

hora uses “conventional” weapons, we can resist it with conventional
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force. When the yetzer hora wells up and seems to fully take over, we

must respond beyond what we would imagine to be our limits! The

mesiras nefesh of Pinchas, risking his life and thereby opposing the

strongest natural inclination of survival, represents acting beyond our

natural capability. This ability, too, is vouchsafed to every Jew.

Bilam failed. Every curse of his became a berachah. Perhaps the greatest

of those berachos is what emerges from seeing the pattern in the

parshah from beginning to end. Through him, we discover that there is

nothing that ever need to disrupt the special relationship we have with

the Kadosh Boruch Hu, Who has made ample arrangement to keep our

bond firm and forever intact.

"his houseful of silver and gold..." (22:18)

In this week's parsha, Balak, the King of Moav sends high-ranking officials

to commission Balaam to curse the Jewish people. Hashem appears to

Balaam and tells him not to go. Balaam's response to Balak's officials is: "If

Balak would give me his household of silver and gold, I could not

transgress the word of Hashem." Our Sages see in this response the

corrupt nature of Balaam's character.[1] Rashi explains that by

mentioning a houseful of gold and silver, he reveals his greed (as if to say

that if he were able to transgress the word of Hashem, he would, but

only for a huge sum of money).[2]

Many of the commentaries attempt to differentiate between the

statement of Balaam and that of Rabbi Yossi Ben Kismah in Pirkei Avos.

Rabbi Yossi Ben Kismah relates the story of how he was invited to leave

the city of his residence, a city renowned for its Torah scholars, in order

to join a different city which was devoid of Torah. His response to the

invitation was, "If you give me all the gold and silver and precious gems

in the world, I will not leave my city of accomplished Torah scholars."[3]

How is this response different than Balaam's?

which says that it One could, perhaps, say the difference is the

following: Balaam was more specific in his request for the net value of

Balak's estate, indicating his true desire, while Rabbi Yossi Ben Kismah

did not quote a definite amount of money. However, this would create

a new difficulty after with a statement made by King David in the Book of

Psalms. There, King David affirms his love for the Torah with the verse,

"Your Torah is more valuable to me than thousands of gold and silver

(pieces)."[4] Clearly, from specifying an amount does not indicate

greed.

The answer lies in the careful reading of Rashi. Rashi says that from the

verse we see the corrupt nature of Balaam's character, for he desired

the wealth of others. Rashi explains that Balaam's wickedness is revealed

by his focus on the wealth of Balak, rather than the mere mention of

money.[5] The desire for greater wealth is intrinsic to human nature.

However, it is of wicked nature to specifically desire to possess that

which is owned by another.

"On the seventeenth of Tammuz the Tablets were broken" (Ta'anis

Ultimate Greed Rabbi Yochanan Zweig (Torah.org)

In Control (17th of Tammuz)

26a)

Five calamities occurred on the seventeenth of Tammuz. The first of

these calamities is recorded in the Torah. Upon descending the

mountain after having received the Decalogue, Moshe witnessed Bnei

Yisroel celebrating the creation of the golden calf and he shattered the

Tablets.[1] The verse describes the Tablets as "charus" - "engraved".[2]

The Mishna states that the word "charus" can also be read as "cheirus" -

"freedom", for only the study of Torah brings true freedom.[3]

Therefore, the breaking of the Tablets reflects a loss of freedom for the

Jewish people.[4] What is the difference between the secular

definition of freedom and that of the Torah? How do we reconcile the

"pshat", the straightforward reading of the text as "charus" - "engraved",

with the "derush", the homiletic interpretation as "cheirus" - "freedom"?

Freedom is often defined as our right or privilege to act or express

ourselves without coercion in whichever manner we desire. The

Torah's definition of freedom is cognizant of the fact that very often we

behave in a manner which hides under the guise of freedom of

expression, yet in reality we are submitting to coercive forces. Whether

our actions are influenced by societal pressures or by our physical or

emotional desires, these actions cannot be described as completely

free from coercion. We ourselves are aware of the destructive nature

of our actions but are helpless to overcome the deceptions of societal

acceptance and self-gratification. The pursuit of Torah not only

empowers the individual with the ability to overcome any coercive

forces, but also removes the conflict that exists in the decision making

process, synthesizing the individual's visceral sense to behave

appropriately with his desires. Being bound by restrictions does not

imply a lack of freedom; restrictions are not only ultimately for our

benefit, but they prevent us from taking actions which we truly wish to

avoid.

The words of the Decalogue symbolize spirituality and the Tablets

themselves, that which is physical. Had the Decalogue been

described as ink which is scripted upon parchment, this would imply

imposition of the words upon the Tablets. Chazal teach us that Hashem

miraculously caused the letters of the Decalogue to suspend

themselves within the Tablets. The Tablets wrapped themselves

around the words, conforming to them.[5] This reflects the

complimentary nature of the physical and the spiritual which can

coexist without any conflict.

We all have a natural proclivity to behave in an appropriate manner. The

Torah removes the impediments that mask our true feelings, breaking

through the misconceptions and misguided value system which

society creates for us.

Points in Halacha

Introduction To The Amida (Part 1)
1. As with all Mitzvos, intention (Kavono) before

performing the Mitzva is essential. Therefore, before

commencing Shemono Esray, one should have in mind

that one is about to fulfil the Mitzva of Tephilla to

HaKadosh Boruch Hu.

2. One should also meditate briefly that one is about to

stand in front of the King of Kings, HaKadosh Boruch Hu,

who is aware of all ones innermost thoughts.

3. One should contemplate on the grandeur and splendor

of HaKadosh Boruch Hu whose devine mercy allows us

mere mortals to pray to Him directly, and acknowledge

this in our Tephilla
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